QGOA – Be My Neighbor Quilt (Along)

This FREE quilt along will run over 19 weeks. There are 16 quilt blocks that
create this neighborhood. We hope this will be a skill building experience. This
adorable quilt was offered as a free QAL through Moda. The finished quilt size
is: 68″ x 84.5”. The first block is 18.5” x18.5,” just to give you a little
perspective. This quilt has a little bit of applique (the birds and flowers), but
the birds can be left off and the flower could be a button or yo-yo or something
else creative. This quilt can be done scrappy using up some of your fabric
stash or find a collection that you keep petting and need to finally break into.
In addition, there will be added incentive to participate in the QAL . . . weekly
prizes and a final grand prize! In order for you to be entered into the QAL for
the weekly prizes you will either post your pictures of the weekly goal/block to
Quilters’ Guild of Arlington Facebook page or send an email to

Amysteinert@hotmail.com. Then I will share the pictures that come via email
on Facebook. Remember, there will be a random prize(s) drawing each week
for those individuals that have posted/emailed their weekly goal/block pics.
The GRAND PRIZE will be a random drawing from those people that have
posted/emailed a photo of their finished quilt top. Don’t panic, after the
finishing instructions have been provided you will have 2 weeks to complete
your “neighborhood”. Remember, all your blocks are done at this point and
you just have the sashing and borders left to do. Finally, you will post/email
your finished quilt top photo and be entered to win this grand prize…

Fabric Requirements
16 House Blocks: Assorted Prints & Solids
Background and Sashing: 4 -1/2 yards
Borders: 1 - 1/4 yards
Binding: 2/3 yard
Backing: 4 - 3/4 yards
For a quilt using the same background for blocks, sashing and borders, you
will need 5 - 3/4 yards total. For scrappy backgrounds, sashing and borders,
allow for just a little bit more fabric.
So come on, won’t you be our neighbor?

The first block will be emailed on April 26, 2021. Facebook posting and
emails will be due Sunday night by 11:59 PM the night before the Monday

blocks are posted. For example, the first block will need to be posted or
emailed by May 2, 2021.
Now that you have the details you can RUN to your fabric stash or your
nearest quilt store to pick your fabric. Please email Amy Steinert to let
me know that you will be participating so that a group email can be
created.
Amysteinert@hotmail.com

